ABSTRACT. Blastomeres isolated from 16-cell mouse embryos consist of larger cells and smaller cells. In the intact embryo, the larger cells tend to differentiate to the trophectoderm, while the smaller cells give rise to the inner cell mass. The mode of phenotypic alteration of isolated blastomeres from early 16-cell embryos was examined by culturing them as single cells in vitro. The smaller blastomeres showed an increased tendency to be engulfed, as revealed by aggregation experiments during a 15 h culture period just prior to division into the 32-cell stage, while the larger cells remained showing high engulfing activity during this period. The present result demonstrates that the smaller blastomere continues to adopt a selected differentiation program for a certain period, even after its environment is changed.
Recently, two morphologically and behaviourally distinct (1, 3, 8, 11) but totipotent (12) cell populations were reported to appear in the 16-cell embryo. One population (the smaller cells) consists of cells that are relatively small in size, have a sparse but uniform distribution of microvilli, label uniformly over their surfaces with various fluorescent ligands, are readily adhesive in cell aggregation experiments, and occupy an inside position in the 16-cell embryo to give rise to the inner cell mass (ICM) of blastocysts. The other population (the larger cells) consists of cells that are relatively large in size, display a polar distribution of microvilli and ligandbinding sites, and are less-adhesive in aggregation experiments. They tend to envelope smaller cells completely when aggregated with them, to occupy an outside position in the intact embryo and to differentiate into the trophectoderm at the blastocyst stage. The phenomenon whereby a cell envelopes another cell, which is called "engulfment" or "cell spreading" , is remarkable in the 8-cell blastomeres and the outer (larger) cells of a 16-cell embryo (4). As described above, in the intact embryo the smaller cells differentiate into ICMs. In contrast, when the smaller blastomeres are isolated from early 16-cell embryos and are cultured as single cells, they divide once and ultimately differentiate into the trophectoderm-like cells at nearly the same time that an intact embryo does (5, 11 (5) . In our experiment, the average division rate of the isolated L cells was 15 h, and that of S cells was 18 h. 4) When S and L cells are reaggregated, L cells have a tendency to engulf S cells within 12 h (11). This phenomenon is thought to be caused by the high spreading activity of L cells and the stronger adhesiveness of S cells (4). In our own experiments, in 26 out of 41 cases, L cells engulfed S cells, and only in 3 out of 41 cases did S cells envelope L cells (Table 1) . Furthermore, as reported by Ziomek and Johnson (11), reaggregates of two or more S cells were seen to be more tightly packed than those of L cells (2 h after aggregation). This might also indicate the stronger adhesiveness of S cells. cultured ones. As shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 , freshly isolated S cells always engulfed S cells cultured for 15 h. The result demonstrates that the tendency of the S cells to be engulfed during this culture period was increased. This phenomenon is interpreted to be probably due to increased cell adhesiveness during the period. On the other hand, L cells cultured for 15 h still engulfed the freshly isolated S cells as well as the cultured S cells (Fig. 1 and Table 1 ), indicating that L cells remained less-adhesive, with high engulfment activity during this culture period. As mentioned above, when S cells were cultured as single cells over 15 h, they divided once and soonafter began to differentiate into trophectoderm-like cells. It can be expected that during the cultured period up to late 16-cell stage, S cells will tend to show some properties characteristic to the L cells; for example, increased lectin-binding activity, distinct polarization of lectin receptors, and elevation of spreading activity. However, we could not find any signs indicating that the cultured single S cells converts into L cells. On the contrary, we observed an increased tendency to be engulfed in the S cell populations during the culture period. As previously described by Ziomek and Johnson (11) , other properties such as lectin-binding activity and polarization of lectin receptors were not significantly altered. It seems, therefore, that the dramatic commitment of S cells to a trophectoderm-like phenotype may occur at the next 32-cell stage.
